THE ORDER OF OMEGA
FALL 2023
DISTINCTION LIST

THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS OF FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT TYLER HAVE A SEMESTER GPA OF BETWEEN 3.50 AND 4.00 FOR THE FALL 2023 SEMESTER.

THOSE DENOTED IN GOLD ARE SPRING 2023 GRADUATES
THOSE DENOTED WITH AN OMEGA (Ω) BY THEIR NAMES ARE MEMBERS OF THE ORDER

THE PHI GAMMA CHAPTER OFFERS THEIR CONGRATULATIONS.

Ω EMILY ADKINS AXΩ
GRACE ALFREY AXΩ
SHELBÝ ANDERSON ZTA
EMILÝ ANGELO AXΩ
JOANA ARREDONDO ΔΓ
SARAH ASMUS ΔΓ
RYAN BABB KS
MASON BAKER SAE
HUNTER BAKER SAE
BROOKE BARNETT AXΩ
AUTUMN BAUBLET ZTA
MADISON BAUGH ZTA
Ω ELIZABETH BEARD ZTA
Ω ROBERT BENNETT ATΩ
Ω Cecilia Blankenship ΑΧΩ
Kyle Blemings ΑΤΩ
Brynn Borden ΔΓ
Ω Hannah Bowman ΑΧΩ
Cole Briones ΑΤΩ
Ω Chase Brown ΑΤΩ
Logan Bruce ΚΣ
Ashley Camp ZTA
Ω Grace Camp ZTA
Megan Carroll ZTA
Jackson Carter ΑΤΩ
Bailey Cate ZTA
Jael Colegio ΔΓ
Justin Cook ΑΤΩ
Serena Cooper ΑΧΩ
Caitlynn Cooper ZTA
Emily Curry ΑΧΩ
Ashlyn Davis ΑΧΩ
America Diaz ΔΑΣ
Ω Emma Elkins ZTA
Billy Fields ΣΑΕ
Ω Abigail Floyd ΑΧΩ
Hannah Garvey ZTA
Kassidy Gennings ΔΓ
Brooklyn Gilleland ZTA
Arielle Gilligan ΑΧΩ
Chloe Hamilton ΔΓ
Ω AUDREY HARRIS ΔΓ
DARIA HOLCOMB ΔΓ
SIDNEY IRELAND FH
TYLER JOHNSON ΚΣ
SRIYAM JOSHI ZTA
JADE JOURNEY ΑΧΩ
ETHAN JURKOWSKI ΚΣ
Ω EMMA KOHLLEFFEL ΑΧΩ
Ω ANA LAINÉZ-NUNEZ ΔΓ
ALEAH LEE ΔΓ
CAITLYN MALONE ZTA
ARIANNA MARIN ΔΓ
ANGELA MARTINEZ ΔΓ
SARIAH MARTINEZ ZTA
AVA MARTINOLLI ZTA
HAILEY MATTHEWS ΔΓ
JULIA MCCANN ZTA
KENNEDY MCHORSE ZTA
ORAN MCIVER ΚΣ
JULIANNE MEEKS ΔΓ
KENNIDEE MIDDLETON ΑΧΩ
MELINDA MILLER ZTA
NICOLETTE MIZERIK ΑΧΩ
MIA MUNIZ ΑΧΩ
ELIZABETH NIXON ΑΧΩ
JOSELYN OLIVARES ΔΑΣ
DAVID OVALLE ΚΣ
HEATH PARKER ΚΣ
Ω BREANNA PELAIA ΑΧΩ
ARIANNA POLIUS ΔΑΣ
Ω MADELYN POTEET ZTA
RUSSELL REDD ΚΣ
ALLISON REESE ZTA
Ω AMY REYES ΔΓ

COOPER RICHARDSON ΑΤΩ
MICHAEL RIVERA ΣΑΕ
LESLIE ROSALES ΔΑΣ
Ω ALLISON SCHULTHEIS ΔΓ

BRANDON SCOTT ΑΤΩ
LIZETTE SEVILLA ΔΑΣ
BRIAN SHINE ΚΣ
RYDER SHOQUIST ΚΣ
PRESLEY SLIGER ZTA
VERONIKA SLOAN ΑΧΩ

BRIANNA SMALLWOOD ΑΧΩ
LOGAN SMITH ΚΣ
Ω KENDALL SMITH ZTA
ADDISON USELMAN ΔΓ
KEVIN VAZQUEZ ΑΤΩ
ZOIE VINSON ΑΧΩ
REBECCA WALLACE ZTA
JAZMYN WASHINGTON ΔΑΣ
WILL WEINSCHENK ΚΣ
ALEXANDRA WELCH ΑΧΩ
MALLORY WHITEN AXΩ
Ω KYLIE WILHELM AXΩ
MAYCIE YATES AXΩ
ZOIE ZAHIRNIAK AXΩ
LORENA ZAMBRANO ZTA